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Abstract 
This paper applies the energy-momentum method to the problem of nonlin-
ear stability of relative equilibria of a rigid body with attached Hexible appendage 
in a uniformly rotating state. The appendage is modeled as a geometrically exacL 
rod which allows for finite bending, shearing and twist in Lhree dimensions. Ap-
r-'" plication of the energy-momentum method to this example depends crucially on a 
. special choice of variables in terms of which the second variation block diagonal-
izes into blocks associated with rigid body modes and internal vibration modes 
respectively. The ·analysis yields a nonlinear stability result which states that 
relative equilibria are nonlinearly stable provided that; (i) the angular velocity is 
bounded above by the square root of the minimum eigenvalue of an associated 
linear operator and, (ii) the whole assemblage is rotating about the minimum axis 
of inertia. 
§1. Introduction 
This paper discusses the application of the energy-momentum method to the 
case of a rotaLing rigid body with an attached, flexible appendage. The model for 
the appendage we have chosen is referred La a a geometrically exacL rod model and 
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is discussed in detail in SIMO [1985} and SIMO, MARSDEN, & KIlISIiNAPRASAD 
[1988]. Because the formulation satisfies exactly all the invariance requirements 
under superposed rigid body motions, exactly captures wit.hout simplification 
all the dynamic effects, and places no restrictions on the degree of allowable 
deformations, the rod model is said to be geometrically eract. Use of this class 
of models avoids the potential for unphysical results which may appear in more 
ad-hoc linearized models; sec SIMO &. Vu-Quoc [19881,]. 
For our stability analysis we use the energy-momentum method, introduced 
in SIMO, POSBERGII & MARSDEN [1989]. This method constitutes a systematic 
application of the relative equilibrium theorem (sec ARNOLD [1978] or ABRAHAM 
&. MARSDEN [1978». and represents an extension of the energy-Casimir method 
introduced by ARNOLD [1966J and further developed in HOLM, MARSDEN, RATIU 
&. WEINSTEIN [1985]. The energy-Casimir method was applied to rigid bodies 
with flexible attachments by KRISIINAPRASAD &. MARSDEN [1987] using rod mod-
els accounting for extension and shear, but precluding bending deformation. The 
energy-momentum method was applied to this example in POSBERGII &. SIMO 
[1988]. 
In contrast to the energy-Casimir method, for a Hamiltonian system with 
symmetry we work directly in the material representation as opposed to the con-
vective (or reduced) representation. Thus, instead of using Casimirs, one employs 
directly the momentum map as the conserved quantity The success of the method 
relies crucially on the choice of a particular set of variables, introduced in SIMO, 
POSBERGII &. MARSDEN [1989], which block diagonalizes the second variat.ion 
62 HE• Conceptually. this choice of variables enforces automatically conservation ~ 
of the momentum constraint along with gauge symmetries, and separates the over-
all infinitesimal rigid body modes from the internal vibration modes (including 
shear and torsion) of the rod. Further geometric aspects underlying this param-
eterization are examined in the paper of MARSDEN, SIMO, LEWIS & POSBERGH 
[1989] in this proceedings. 
§2. The Energy-Momentum Method 
In this section we give a brief outline of the energy-momentum method; for 
further details see SIMO. POSBERGH & MARSDEN [1989]. 
§2A General Formulation and Relative Equilibria 
We consider a mechanical system with configuration manifold Q and phase 
space P = T"Q, where T"Q is the cotangent bundle. The Hamiltonian H: P -- R 
corresponds to the t.otal energy of the system. Let XH: P - TP denote the 
Hamiltonian vector field associated with II; i.e., 
dH(z). 6z = n(Xu(z),6z), for all z E P and 6z E T,P, (2.1) 
where n is the canonical symplectic two-form on P. Hamilton's equations arc 
then formulated abstractly as z = XII(Z), 
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In addition we have a symmetry group G which ads on P by canonical 
transformations, along with the corresponding Lie algebra g. The action of the 
group G on Q will be denoted ii: G x Q - Q. Associated with this action is the 
corresponding infinitesimal generator 
(Q(q): = dd I 'Ii (exp(t(), q), q E Q. (2.2) 
t C=O 
The action 'Ii on Q induces, by cotangent lift, a symplectic action on P. 
The momentum map for the action of G on P is denoted by J: P - g-. We 
recall that as .. c;ocialcd with this G-action, fot any ( E 9 one has a lIamillonian 
vector field XJ«(): P - TP with Hamiltonian function J«(): P - R defined in 
terms of the momentum map by the relation 
J«()(z) = (J(z),() (2.3) 
where (. , .) denote.<; tlse pairing between g a.nd g-. The function J«() is Lllcn 
given by the standard formula: 
09 E P, (2.4) 
which as a special case reproduces the usual linear and angular momentum. We 
denote by q an clement in configuration space Q, and by p an element. in T;Q. 
the cotangent space for a particular configuration. Thus z:= (q,p) E P. 
~ Following terminology due to Poincare, a point Ze E P is a relative equilibrium 
\ if the trajectory of Hamilton's equations through Ze is given by 
z(t) = exp[te] . Ze, for some (2.5) 
a condition which states that. t.he dynamic orbit through Ze equals t.he group 
orbit through Ze. A basic result exploited below is that the relative equilibria of a 
mechanical system wit.h Hamiltonian H and momentum map J for the symplectic 
action of a Lie group G on the phase space P are the critical points of the energy-
momentum functional He: P - R defined as 
(2.6) 
where P.e = J(ze) is the value of the momentum map at the sought rclative 
equilibrium. In mechanical termc; this result, known as thc relative equilibrium 
theorem, provides a variational characterization of the relative equilibrium as 
the stationary point of the energy (Hamiltonian) subject to the side constraint 
of constant momentum. Within the context of this constrained optimization 
problem, formal stability of a relative equilibria is then concluded by examining 
the definiteness of the second variat.ion 62 11( restrictcd t.o thc subspl\cC dcfincd 
by the side const.raint J(ze) - I'e = 0 modulo neutral directions due to group 
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invariance. This subspace is isomorphic to the quotient space 
(2.7) 
where G,. • . Ze denotes the orbit of the (isotropy) subgroup G,.. of G that leaves 
Ile invariant (under the coadjoint action of G on gO), and T:.(G,. • . ze) is the 
Dox 2.1. The Energy~Momentum Method 
1. (First variation) Construct He = H - [J(e)- (IL", e)] and find z" E P 
and e E g such that 
and J(ze) - Ile = D, 
for all D% E Tzc P (No restrictions placed on D% at this stage). 
2. (Admissible variations for second variation test) Choose a linear sub-
space S C Tzc P such that 
i. dJ(e)(ze)' D% = 0 for all D% E S. 
ii. S complements Tzc{G,.c . ze) in (kerdJ(e)(ze)]; i.e., every varia-
tion 6% E TzcP satisfying i. is uniquely written as 
6% = V + Xp(ze), 
---.......--
tangent to orbit 
for some v E S and X E g". (so that Xp(ze) E Tz.(G,. • . ze». 
3. Test for definiteness of the second variation D2 He on $; i. c. 
for all v E S. Definiteness implies formal stability of Ze E P. 
Box !U. Procedure for Stability Analysis 
tangent space at z" to this orbit. The criterion for formal stability thcn Lakes the 
following form 
Ze E P formally stable ¢} ()2 B(ze) . (6z, cSz) > 0 for cSz E S. (2.8) 
Below, in equation (2.27) we will show how to specifically choose S. 
In this paper, we apply this method to thc stability analYl!is of relative equi-
libria of a uniformly rotating rigid body couple(l to a rod. For this problem 
r-\ 
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G = SO(3) and 9 E so(3) ~ R3. Moreover, we have 
G, •• = {exp[t{] E. SO(3) I t E R}, } 
9". = {e E R wlt.h ex Jl.e = o}. 
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(2.9) 
That. is, Gp • is t.he group of rot.ations about e, and g", is the line along e (equiv-
alently, the one dimensional space of infinitesimal rotations about e). Note that 
dim[QpJze)] = 1. 
To define t.he constraint subspace S C T •• P, we first will need to enforce 
the condition i in Box 2.1, i.e., TJ(ze)' 6z = 0, for any (zc;6z) E ker['I~ •• T(=<»). 
This condition places three rest.rictions on the variations in 7~. P. The additiollal 
constraint ii in Box 2.1 that variations in ker[Tz.J(ze)] be taken modulo the 
one dimensional subspace 9".(ze) introduces another restriction and leads to the 
dimension count 
codim[S) = 4. (2.10) 
To perform the second variation test in Box 2.1 we introduce a decomposition 
of the of the .constraint subspace S of the form 
S = SRIG e SINT (2.11) 
which results in a block diagonal structure oC the second variation of the energy-
moment.um fundional He restricted to S, 
[ 
[
2 x 2 rigid 1 
62 Hel = body block 
SxS 0 [
Internal :ibrationl]' 
block 
(2.12) 
We outline below the basic steps involved in the construction of this decomposition 
following t.he construction given in SIMO, POSBERO" & MARSDEN [1989]. We 
direct the reader to this later reference for further details. Abstract and geometric 
aspects underlying this construction are examined in MARSDEN, SIMO, LEWIS & 
POSBERO" [1989]. 
§:!B The Block Diagonalization Theorem and the Second Variation Test 
Assume a I1amilt.onian function 11 of the form If = V + [(. where V: Q - R 
is the potent.ial energy, and /(: P - R is t.he kinetic energy of the systcm. \Ve 
further assume that I( dcfines on Q an inner product denoted by 
(" . )g:TQ x TQ -+ R. 
For inst.ance, for finite dimensional Hamiltonian systems, we have 
I< = !(pl,pl}g = tpigij {q)l'i' 
where g(q) = 9ijdqi ® dqi is a given Riemannian metric on Q. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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Step 1. Refonnulation of the energy-momentum functional. Define a modi-
fied potential V(: Q - R by the expression 
Vdq):= V(q) + L((q), } 
Ldq):= -!(eQ(q),eQ(q»,. 
(2.15) 
It. can be shown that the critical points of V( are precisely the relative equilibrium 
configurations qe E Q (see MARSDEN, SIMO, LEWIS & POSBEROH (1989». Ac-
cordingly, if 6V(/6q denotes the functional derivat.ive of V( defined in t.he standard 
fashion as 
6V. 
dVdq)· 5q = (6q, 6;)' 
we have the critical point. condition 
for all q E Q, (2.16) 
(2.17) 
For stationary rotations about e E g, the term L( gives the potential energy 
associated with the centrifugal force. 
Next, define a potential function K(: P - R by the expression 
Z = (q,V) E P, (2.18) 
where Fl:TQ - P is the Legendre transformation and II . 11,-1 is the norm .~ 
induced by (2.14) on r;Q. It is evident that 1«( also has critical points at the 
relative equilibria z" E P. Furt.hermore, we have 
(2.19) 
Finally, observe that the second variations of V( and 1(( make intrinsic sense at 
a relative equilibrium Ze E P. 
Step 2. Tile langenl space of admissible varialions for V(. Recall that 
G acts on Q by isometrics, and that V is lefl intlariant under the full group 
G at any configuration q E Q (for G = SO(3) t.his is the condition of frame 
indifference). The Lerm L(, on the other hand, is lert. invariant under the full G 
only at a relative equilibrium q" E Q (i. e., t.he Lie derivative of V( in the direction 
of any 11Q' evaluated at q" vanishes). Thus, in general, L( and consequently \1(, is 
invariant only under the action of the isotropy subgroup Gpe C G. Let gpo C 9 
be the corresponding Lie subalgebra; i.e., 
(2.20) 
The space of admissible variations V C TqQ for \I( at q, is then the ta.ngent space 
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t.o t.he orbit. space Q/Gl'a which can be realized as 
Step 3. Split of V: Block-diagonalization of V(. Construct a decomposition 
of V, 
V = VRIG Ell VINT, (2.22) 
into infinitesimal rigid body variat.ions, and 'deformation' variations as follows. 
Let gt. c g be the g-dependent ort.hogonal complement of gl'c in the kinetic 
energy inner product; i.e., 
(2.23) 
so that g = Ql'c Ell g~. Recall that a superposed rigid body variation is of the 
form 'lQ(q) E T,Q, with '1 E g. Thus, in view of (2.21) and (2.22) we set 
(2.24) 
Note t.hat the requirement '1 E Qt. furnishes the condition which ensures that 
indeed VR/C C V. 
To construct VINT, recall that V is G-Ieft. invariant. whereas V( is only Gp.-
left invariant. However, l'E is infinitesimally g invariant, but the body force 6l'E /6q 
~eed not be. The quantity capturing the lack ofinvariance of 6Ve/6q under GIG, •• 
IS 
for all '1 E g;., 
(2.25) 
where Lab denotes the Lie derivative of b in the direction a. We define VINT C V 
by the condition 
(2.26) 
Note that the number of constraints in (2.26) equals dim[Q;'"J = dim(VRlc). Fur-
thermore, by construction VINT n VRIC = to} so that (2.22) holds. 
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Step 4. Split of S: Block-diagonalizaiion of H(. Conditions i and ii in Box 
2.1 lead to the following concrete realization of S as a (constrained) subspace of 
T~.P: 
S: = {cSz = (c5q, c5p) E Tz. P I Tz.J(ze) . 6z = 0, and c5q E V, ( E fi, •• ). (2.27) 
The split (2.22) then induces a split S = SRIG EB S'NT via the Legendre trans-
formation as follows. SRIG will now be identified with the tangent space at Zr of 
superposed GIG,..-motions on motions starting at Ze. (For G = 50(3), these are 
superposed infinitesimal rigid body motions modulo motions about ~e). 
Let t ...... z(t) = (q{t),p{t» E P be a motion starting at z(t)I,=o = Ze' 
Consider a superposed G/G,..-motion which, by definition, is given by 
q+(t) = \l1g(,)(q{t», } 
p+(t) = FL(:t 'lfg(,)(q(t))) , 
(2.28) 
where t ...... get) is a motion in GIG,. •. Here 'If is the action induced by get) on 
Q. The tangent space at Ze E P to all superposed G/G,..-motions is obtained 
by linearizing (2.28) at t = 0 as follows. Consider the one parameter family of 
G/G,..-motions given, for t ...... '1(t) E g;., by 
£ ...... g(£, t):= exp[£l1(t)] E GIG,... (2.29) 
Then define ~Z = (.6.q,Ap) E Tz.P by the expressions 
.6.q: = :c 1(=0 'lfexP(C'1(,»)(q(t})I,=o = l1Q(qe), (2.30) 
so that Aq E VRlG, and 
Ap: = :c Ic=tl (~ \l1exP[c'1(,»)(q(t») . (2.31) 
It can be shown that ~z = (.6.q,Ap) given by formulae (2.30) and (2.31) actu-
ally lies in T~.P/Tz.(G"e . ze). Since VRIG C V it follows from (2.27) that the 
restriction to ker[T~eJ(ze)] completes the construction of SmG; i.e., 
I SRlG: = {~z = (.6.q,.6.p) I T~.J(ze) . ~z = o}. I (2.32) 
One can show that SRIG defined by (2.32) is parametrized solely in terms of 
elements '1 E g;.; hence, 
dim[SRlG] = dim[VRIG] = dim[g;J. (2.33) 
Finally, we define SINT by setting 
SINT:= {6z = (c5q,c5p) E S I c5q E VINT}. (2.34) 
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One can easily show that SRIG nSRIG = {OJ so that one indeed has 
S = SRIG $ SINT. 
With this construction in hand we have the following basic result 
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(2.35) 
The block-diagonnlization theorem. Let Ze = (qe,Ve) E P be a relative 
equilibrium. Further, let VRIG, VINT C V and SRlG.SINT C S be constructed 
as above. T/len 
1. 
ii. 
62V(qe) . (l1Q(qe) , 6q) = O. 
62 [(((ze)' (.6.z,6z) = 0, 
(2.36a) 
(2.36b) 
(or all l1Q(qe) E VRIG, 6q E VINT and Az E SRIG, 6z E SINT. Consequently, in 
view of (2. 19) we also have 
iii. 
Remarks 
(2.36c) 
• 
1. The condition 62 Hdze) ISIfIG XSIfIG > 0 leads to stability requirements 
~ that generalizc the classical stability conditionR for a rigid body in stationary 
, roLation. 
2. From expression (2.18) and the fact that at a relative equilibrium one has 
(2.37) 
it is easily concluded that 
{)2 J<dze )1 > O. 
S'NTXS'NT 
(2.38) 
Consequently, one has the estimate 
{)2 HdZe)1 > {)2V(Qe>1 . 
SINTXS'NT VINTXVtNT 
(2.39) 
Thus, positive definiteness of cS 2V(qe)lvun-xV INT ensures positive definiteness of 
62 H(ze)ISINTXSINT' 
3. The proof of the block-diagonalization rcsult (2.36a) follows from the 
identity 
(2.40) 
the defining condition in (2.26). and relation (2.25) .• 
With the aid of the block diagonalization theorem the second variation test 
for formal stability in Box 2.1 takes a remakably simple form: Formal sl.ability of 
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Ze = (qe,Pe) is implied by the conditions 
i. 62H(Ze)\ > 0, 
SnloXSnfO 
62Vdqe)\ > O. 
V'NTXVINT 
(2.41) 
ii. 
Condition ii requires that the lowest eigenvalue of 62Vc(ze) restricted to VtNT be 
positive. IL can be shown (sec SIMO, POSBERGII & MARSDEN [1989]) that this 
condition is in turn implied by the requirement that lei be less that the lowest 
natural frequency of the system at the relative equilibrium configuration qe E Q. 
§3. The Rigid Body 
In this section we outline the notation and mechanical setup for the rigid 
body. For a more complete discussion we refer to ABRAHAM & MARSDEN [1978] 
or ARNOLD [1978]. Most of the concept.s and notation will be used again for 
the geometrically exact rod in the next section. For an application of the energy 
momentum method to the rigid body alone see SIMO I POSBEROH & MARSDEN 
[1989]. 
§3A. Notation lor the Rotation Group 
The rotation group 50(3) consists of all orthogonal linear t.ransformations 
of Euclidean three space to itself which have determinant one. Its Lie algebra, 
denoted so(3) consists of all 3 x 3 skew matrices, which we identify with R3 by 
the isomorphism ": R3 - so(3) defined by 
(3.1) 
where n = (01, 0 2, 0 3). One checks that for any vector T, Or = n x rand, 
oe - eo = (n x r r. These give the usual identification of the Lie algebra so(3) 
with R3 and the Lie algebra bracket with the cross product of vectors. 
Given A E 50(3), let VA denote an element of the tangent space to 50(3) 
at A. Since 50(3) is a submanifold of OL(3), the general linear group, we can 
identify VA with a 3 x 3 matrix, which we denote with the same letter. Linearizing 
the defining (submersive) condition AAT = 1, gives 
(3.2) 
which defines TA50(3). We can identify TA SO(3) with 50(3) by the following 
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isomorphism: Given 8 E 50(3) and A E 50(3) we define (A, 8) ...... 8A E TASO(3) 
through right t.ranslat.ions by selling 
(3.2b) 
Thus ih is the right invariant extension of 0. 
Figure 3.1. Rigid Body 
Often, the base point is omitted and .with an abuse in notation we write BA 
for BA. 
The dual of t.he Lie algebra 50(3) is identified wit.h R3 via t.he st.andard dot 
product: 
11"·8= !tr[-li-T 6). (3.3) 
This extends to the left-invariant pairing on TA 50(3) given by 
(3.4) 
We shall, thereby, write elements of so(3'- as -Ii- with 11" E R3 and elements of 
TA 50(3) in spatial representation as 
(3.5) 
§3B. Rigid Body Dynamics 
In general, any configuration of the rigid body is described by a position, 
'Po E R, and an orientation, Ao E 50(3) in ambient space (sec Figure 3.1). 
Thus, we let 
Co: = {tlo: = ('Po, Ao) E R3 x 50(3)} (3.6) 
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be the configuration manifold for the rigid body. Associated with this configura-
tion manifold we have the collection of tangent spaces T+oCo for ~o E Co defined 
as 
(3.7) 
The phase space for the rigid body is the cotangent bundle TOCo = 
{ U+o eco Tio Co} where 
(3.8) 
The tangent space T+oCo and the cotangent space TioCo are in duality 
through the pairing given by 
(3.9) 
The Hamiltonian is the mapping H: P - R corresponding to t.he kinetic 
energy of a free rigid body. Thus 
(3.10) 
where 'lro is the spatial angular momentum vector, Po is the spatial linear mo-
mentum vector, MB is the mass of the rigid body and IB: = AOJDA6 is the time 
dependent inertia tensor (in spatial coordinates) and JD is the constant inertia 
dyadic given by 
(3.11 ) 
Here, 8 C R3 is the reference configuration of the rigid body and Pre! : B - R 
the reference density. 
§4. Geometrically Exact Rod Models 
In this section we outline the geometrically exact rod model used in this 
paper. For a more complete discussion see SIMO [1985}. For application of the 
energy-momentum method to rods see SIMO, POSBEROH & MARSDEN [1989}. 
HA. /(inematic Idealization. Canonical Phasc Space 
We assume t.hat thc placemcnt in R3 at Lilllc I of a rod-like body is defined 
as the seL 
2 
81: = {:c E R31 :r. = <p(S,I} + L {O"to(S,L); wherc 0:::; S:::; I, ami (~I.e) E A}, 
0=1 
(4.l) 
~ 
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where A C R2 is a given compact set. The map ~I: [0, IJ]-+ R3 given by ~I(S) = 
~(S, t) defines the position at t.ime t E R+ of a curve referred t.o as t.he line of 
centroids. The vector fields to(S, t), 0' = 1,2, are t.he director fields which in the 
special (restricted) theory of Cosserat rods, are subject to the constraints 
IIta(S,t)lI= I, 0' = 1,2, and (4.2) 
In addition, the admissible motions arc required to satisfy the condition 
{) 
t3(S,t). {)S~(S,t) > 0, 
We refer to S,(S):= {z E R3 1[z - ~(S,t»). t3(S,t) = O} as the placement of a 
cross-section of the rod at time t. Condition (4.3) limits the amount of shearing 
experienced by each cross-section. 
ConseqllcnLly. at each timc l E R+ ancl S E {O, LJ, we have an orl"(lgorlnl 
frame {t/(S,L)}/=l,2,3 rdcrred to ';''1 a dir·cclor framc in the sequel. Given any 
fixed (inertial) frame {EI(S, i)} 1=1,2,3 for example, the standard basis in R3. there 
is a unique orthogonal transformation A,: [0, L)-+ SO(3), defined for each time t 
such that 
t/(S.t) = A(S,t)Er(S,t), (I = 1,2,3), S E [O,L], (4.4) 
where A(S, t) = A,(S) for t E R+. 
Thus, the rod is described by a curve with values in the special orthogonal 
group which at each point orient the director frame. Abstractly, this latter view 
leads to the configuration manifold 
I C:={~=(~,A):[O,L]-R3xSO(3)}, I (4.5) 
suitably restricted by prescribed boundary conditions to be specified below. A 
motion is a curve of configurations t ...... ~, = (~" AI) E C. Associated with any 
such motion, there is a sequence of placements S, c R3 of a physical body defined 
by (4.1). 
Associated with the configuration manifold one has the collection of tangent 
spaces T-«oC for I> E C, defined as 
1.C:= {v-«o = (VIP,w .... ): [0. L] - R:1 x T .... SO(3)}. ( 4.6) 
where, in accordance with the earlier notation, the tangent field S E [0, L) -
w .... (S) E T .... (s)SO(3) admits the following right realization: 
Given w: [0, L] -+ so(3), set 
WACS): = (A(S),w(S)A(S», for S E [0, L]. (4.7) 
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We refer to the right realization as spatial representation. Following contin-
uum mechanics conventions we have used lowercase letters for the representation. 
The canonical phase space for our geometrically exact rod model is the cotan-
gent bundle roC:= {U.~ec T';C}, where 
T';C: = {p+ = (pyo, 'li'A): [0, Ll- R3* x TASO(3)}. (4.8) 
As above, one also has the right representation 
'li'A(S): = (A(S), 'li'(S)A(S», (4.9) 
for all S e [0, L], 'li': [0, L] -+ 80(3)·. Finally, we recall (see SIMO, MARSDEN & 
KRlSIlNAPRASAD [1988]) that for pure displacement boundary conditions T+C and 
T.C are in duality through the standard L2 pairing 
(v+, p+): = 1[, [pyo(S). vyo{S)(7rA{S),8A(S)}] dS. (4.l0) 
where (7rA(S),8A{S» is derined analogously Lo the rigid body case. 
More generally, definition (4.10) needs to be modified by appending addi-
tional boundary terms to accommodate (natural) stress free boundary conditions. 
As a function on the phase space P = TOC, the kinetic energy 1(: P - R 
takes the form 
[( = 1[, [P:.tlp. P + 7r' I- I7r) dS (4.11) 
= 1[, rP:.tlp. p + 7r' AJ- l A7rJdS, (4.12) 
where p and 7r are the linear and angular velocity respectively, PA is the mass 
per unit length of the rod, and 
(4.13) 
where p,.e/ is the density in the reference configuration. Here ea are the integra-
tion variables, such that e e [O,L1, and (el,e) E O. 
The potential energy Vasa function on P = TOC is expressed in terms of a 
stored energy function t/J: R3 x R3 -+ R as 
1" 1', T V = 0 t/J(A (I{' - t a), A w) dS, w:= A'A 1', 
where ' = :s' The spatial strains are .., = I{" - t3 and w. When tbe rod is 
deformed the potential energy gives rise to internal stress resultants defined as 
at/J at/J 
n = a..,i fn = aw' (4.15) 
Consequently, the Hamiltonian II:T"C -+ R is given a.c; II = J( + V. 
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Figure 5.1. Rigid Body With Attached Rod 
§5. Coupled Rigid Body --: Geometrically Exact Rod 
In this section we consider the stability analysis of the relative equilibria for 
a coupled rigid body and flexible appendage modeled as a fully nonlinear geo-
metrically exact rod. It appears that this development represcnts one of the first 
examples of a rigorous nonlinear stability analysis of a realistic, fuBy nonlinear 
coupled structural system. The basic configuration is illustrated in figure 5.1. We 
assume the base of thc rod is fixcd at a point located a distance ro from the cen-
tcr of mass of thc rigid body. We model this configuration by imposing suitable 
boundary conditions on the rigid body and geometrically exact rod. 
§5A. Boundary Conditions 
For the rigid body with thc attachcd, Ocxible rod we require thaL 
'Po(t)+ro(t)='P(S,t)15=0; Ao(t)=A(S,t>L=o (5.1) 
For a rigid body clampcd to the basc of thc rod we also rcqu ire that Lhe linear 
and angular velocities match; i.e., 
Ij:J + Wo x ro = Ij:JI ; 
$=0 
wo=wl 
5=0 
(5.2) 
These boundary conditions impose rurLher condiLionson Lho admis.<;ihlc vari:ll.ions: 
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Lemma 5.1. For the rigid body coupled to a geometrically exact rod, let 
(6'Po,680) E T+o Po and (6'P, 68) E T+ P. Tllen, the variations of ti,e config-
uration satisfy ti,e constraints 
and ti,e variations in angular momentum satisfy the constra.int 
lii1(61t"0 + 1t"0 x 6(0) = I- 1(61t" + 1t" x 68)1 . 
5=0 
(SA) 
Proof: Conditions (5.3) follow by direct computation while conditions (SA) follow 
by direct computation and application of the Legendre transformation (5.2) .• 
We make the assumption that the tip of the rod is stress free. However, at 
the base of the rod 
n(S. i)1 = no; 
5=0 
m(S.t)1 = ,no. 
5=0 
corresponding to the force and moment balance at the boundary. 
§5B. Tangent and Cotangent Spaces: Rigid Body and Rod 
(5.5) 
We now outline the appropriate configuration space and the associated tan-
gent bundle and phase space for the problem of a rigid body fixed to one end of 
a geometrically exact rod and free to move in space. 
We set ~o = ('Po. Ao). ~ = ('P, A) and define the configuration manifold of ~ 
the rigid body with attached rod as 
where ,l3(~o) = ('Po + ro,Ao). Furthermore, we let q:= (cio,ci;) where cio = 
(CPo. woAo), and .j; = (cp, wA). 
In view of lemma 5.1 , the tangent bundle associated with this configuration 
space is given by 
(5.7) 
where J3(~0) = (CPo + Wo X rD. woAo). 
Application of t.he Legendre transformation t.o (5.7) wit.h p = (Po. P) then 
yields the phase space 
I P:= r-Q = {(q;p) I q E Q, pE FLTQ}. I (5.8) 
where FL:TQ - T·Q denotes the Legendre transformation. Elements of the 
phase space will be denoted as z := (q.p) E P. 
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§5C. Hamiltonian and Momentum Maps 
As a fundion on p. the kinetic energy in material representation f(: P - R 
takes the form 
Here I( is the sum of the kinetic energy of the rigid body, and that of the geo-
metrically exact rod. 
The potential energy as a function on P = T·Q is the same as for the rod 
and is expressed in terms of a stored energy function t/J: R3 x R3 -+ R as 
w:= A'AT. (5.10) 
Note that the stored energy fundion depends on the configuration of the rod 
alone. More generally it may also depend on the configuration of the rigid body. 
This would be the case, for e.xample, were the rigid body attached to the rod by 
an clastic hinge. Again, the Hamiltonian is given as H = I( + V. 
Next we turn our attention to the in variance properties of H under group 
actions. We first compute the momentum maps corresponding to the group of 
rotations and translations. 
We have the following group invariance properties. 
i. Left 50(3}-Invariance. We note that the reduced expression [or the stored 
energy function", appearing in (5.1O) is constructed precisely to satisfy this in-
variance property. Thus G = 50(3). Q as defined in (5.6), and g = 60(3), so 
that 
~l(A. ('Po. Ao, 'P. A»: = (A'Po. AAo, A'P, AA), [or all A E 50(3). (5.11) 
is the action induced by 80(3) on Q. Given any e E so(3), the infinitesimal 
generator is 
(q«'Po, Ao.'P. A» = dd I (exp(le)'Po,exp(l()Ao,cxp(te)'P,cxp(t()A) 
t 1=0 
= «('Po.(Ao.e'P,(A). (5.12) 
From the relation (Jl(aq),~) = Jl(~)(aq) there follows 
L 
J 1(V'I'O' '1rJ\.u.V'I"'1rJ\.): = '1ro + 'Po X 1)0 + 1 ('1r + 'P XI') d8. (5.13) 
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ii. R3 .translational invariance. The reduced expressions for the stored energy 
function t/J in (4.14) is also invariant under R3-translations. Consequently, G = 
R3, 9 ~ R3, and Q is as defined in (5.6) :;;0 that 
~2(e,('Po,Ao,'t',A)):= ('Po + e,Ao,'P + etA), (5.14) 
is the action induced by R3 on Q. Given e E R3, the infinitesimal generator is 
(5.15) 
Again. we use (J2(a,).e) = h(e)(a,) the corresponding momentum map 
J 2:P - R3 as 
(5.16) 
The first step of the energy-momentum method then requires the construction of 
the energy-momentum functional which in the present context takes the form 
(5.17a) 
where 
Vet" = V - ! { MD lie x 'Po + uW + IDe· e 
+ foL PA lie x 'P + uW dS + lL Ie . e dS}, (5.176) 
and 
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§5D. Energy-momentum functional: First Variation 
As pointed out in §2, the computat.ion of t.he relative equilibria exploits the 
crucial fact. that relative equilibria are crit.ical points of the energy-momentum 
functional. We have the following result 
Proposition 5.2. (First variation of H(,u). The Euler-Lagrange equatjons asso-
ciated with the ccWcal points of H(,u ace 
Rigid Dody: 
MDIPO,e = e x tpO,e + u, 
IB~e 7rO,e = e, 
Flexible Appendage: 
PAIPe = ( x tpe + U, 
I; l7re = (, 
e x PO,r: = no, e x Pe = n~, 
ID~e?ro,e x ?r0,t! = 7l1.0,,, + tpo, .. x nO,e' I;l7re X 7re = 1n~ + tp~ x ne 
(5.18) 
wllere no. and r1l.0 ace as defined ;n (5.5), and 11.. and 1ft nrc las dcfincd in (4.15). 
Proof: Follows by a direct computation of 
From (5.17b) we find 
6V(,u = 6V - Mo(e x tpo + u)· ex 6tpo -IDe x e· 600 
-lL PA«(xtp+U).ex6tpds-foLlexe.60dS; 
whereas from (5.17c) we obtain 
+ (IOI7rO X 7r0 + loe x e)· 600 + (1017r0 - e)· 67r0 
+ lL PA1(p - PACe x tp + u» . (6p - PAce x 6tp» dS 
1,· + 0 (r l 7rX7r+lexe}·68+(r l 7r-().67rc[S. 
(5.19a) 
(5.19b) 
(5.19c) 
Furthermore, for 6V afLer integration by parts and using (5.3) we obtain the result 
that 
6V = -600 , (711.0 + TO X no) - 6tpo' no 
+ lL [-(711.' + tp' X n) . 68 - 11.' • c5tp] dS. (5.20) 
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By standard arguments in the calculus of variations we conclude t.hal. the 
stationarity of the first variation requires conditions (5.18) to hold .• 
We note that the relative equilibrium conditions (5.18) are precisely t.hose 
one would expect to obtain by a 'bare hands' computation using the definition of 
a relative equilibrium and the the laws of motion. These results are of course in 
complete agreement with those obtained by the relative equilibrium theorem. 
The following theorem describes several properties of a relative equilibrium 
of the rod. 
Theorem 5.3. A t a relative equilibrium configuration of tile rigid body wiLli 
attached, geometrically exact rod, the following conditions llold. 
i. The spatial angular velocity field is constant for all S E [0, L]; i.e., 
so that 
A~(S. t) = exp[twe]Ao(S). 
ii. The center or mass of the rod, defined by t 1-+ r~ E R3 wJ/ere 
r~: = ~(MB!PO.~ + lL PA(S)!Pe(S,t) dS)'} 
M: = MB + lL PA(S)dS. 
undergoes uniform motion witll constant velocity 
1 fL v~:= M(po+ Jo p(S)dS)=u+exr~. 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
iii. The fixed spatial rotation axis e E R3 is an eigen vector or tbe extended inertia 
dyadic relative to the center of mass; i.e., 
(5.25) 
wllere we define 
~: = lfoo + MlIIr~W13 - r~ ® r~] 1 
lIoo: = Iu + Mu[ll<Pojf13 - <Po ® !po» 
+ lL (I + PA [H<poW13 - <Po ® <Po» dS. (5.26) 
iv. The total linear and angular momentum at a relative equilibrium satisfy the 
condition 
e x Il.e + U x i.e = O. (5.27) 
(-
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Proof: see SIMO, POSDEROII & MARSDEN [1989]. • 
Recall the first variation (5.20). If we set u = 0 (corresponding to a reduction 
to center of mass) then the computation of the second variation is straight forward. 
Thus, for 62He(ze) on TP at equilibrium we have 
62 H(ze)' (5z,az) = 62Vdqe)' (6q,aq) + 62J(dze)' (c5z,az) 
= (c51t'o + 1t'O,e X 680) . lii~e(a1t'O + 1t'0,. x ..1..80) 
+ 1580 • [e x a1t'O + 1t'O,e X «( x ..1..80)] - 01t'0 . «( x ..1..80) 
- 0'1'0' apo x e + Op· [MOl apo - ex ..1..'1'0] 
+ foL (611" + 1I"e X 58). I;l(a7r + 7re X ..1..8) 
+ 68 • [e x a1t' + 1t' X (e x ..1..6)] - 67r . «( x ..1..6) 
- orp. ap x e + op. [PAl ap - ex arp] dS + 62 V(qe) 
(5.28) 
Subsequently, we will set az E SRlG. Elements in SRIG are of the form az = 
(aq, ap), where aq = (..1..'1'0, ..1..60, ali', ..1..6) is given by 
..1..'1'0 = '1 x tpoi 
A60 = '1. 
arp = '1 x rpi } 
..1..6 = '1. 
and ap = (.*po. a7ro. aPt A1t') is. given by 
apo = MoC x 'I' + '1 x Poi 
A1t'o = 10C + '1 x 7ro. 
for '1,C E R3 
ap = PAC X rp + 11 x Pi} 
a 7r = IC + '1 x 7r, 
(5.29a) 
(5.29b) 
To perform the second variation test we will need the following result. 
Lemma SA. Let aq E VRIG. and let qe E Q be a configuration in relative 
equilibrium. Then, in general 62 V(qe) #: OJ in (act (or 62V(qe) : VRlG x TQ - R 
we find 
cS2V(q.)(aq,6q) = (e x Po,.) x 6'1'0'''' + (e x 7ro,.) x 660 , '1 
-lL lee x Pe) x Of/>' '1 + (e x 11".) x 66· 71] dS. (5.30) 
Proof: Follows by a direct calculation involving integration by parts. For details 
see SIMO. POSBERGII & MARSDEN [1989] .• 
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§5E. The second variation of the energy-momentum functional 
For ()2 H(ze) : TP x SRIG - R from (5.28), (5.29) and (5.30) we have 
()2 Hdze) = ( . { 67ro + 7rO.e X 600 + 'PO.e x 6po + PO.e x 6'P0 
+IB(600 x e)+e x IB600 
+ foL (67r + 7re X 60 + 'Pe x 6p + Pe X 6'P 
+ le(60 x e) + e x le60] dS} 
- «( x e)· {18600 + MB'PO.e x 6VJo + loL [le60 + PAVJe X 6VJ] dS} 
+ (,., x e) . { 67ro + 6VJO.e x PO.e + 'PO,e x 6PO.e 
+ foL [67r + bVJ x Pe + VJe x 6pJ dS} (5.31) 
We can now sLate the following Corollary in the case of a geometrically exact 
rod attached to a rigid body. 
Corollary 5.5. At a relative equilibriu'!' Ze E P, {or any Az E SmG and 6z E 
~~~ ~ 
(5.32) 
so that, restricted to S C Tz. P the second variation of the energy-momentum 
functional can be written in the uncoupled form 
{)211(ze)1 = {)2H(ze)1 + {)2 11(Ze)1 . 
S SlUa S'NT 
(5.33) 
Proof: Equation (5.32) follows from expression (5.31) and the definition of VINT. 
On the other hand, (5.33) follows immediately from the bilincarity of {)2H(:S x 
S - R, and the equilibrium conditions .• 
Proposition 5.6. Let Az E SmG, alJd let Ze E P be a (relative) equilibrium 
configuration. Let the second variation be regarded as a (unction {)2 H(: SRIG x 
SRIG - R. Then, at an equilibrium, ()2He(qe) on SRiG x SRiG can be written as 
the following quadratic form 
(5.34) 
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Proof: See SIMO, POSIlERGIl & MARSDEN [1989} .• 
We nole that on SINT the situalion is the same as for the rod alone. This is 
because all the flexibility is assigned Lo t.he rod (i.e., V is a depends only on C)." 
the configuration of the rod). This would not be the case were the rod at.t.ached 
t.o the rigid body by an clast.ic hinge. 
§SF. Stability Conditions associated with VlNT. 
We complete our stability analysis by deriving conditions which guarantee 
tbe definiteness of the component on VINT. According to our outline ill §2B, the 
space V C Tq. Q is given by 
One can show that the evaluation of the Lie derivative condition in (2.26) yields 
the following explicit expression 
6£ lL (6q,CIJQ (q.) 6q( (qe»g = <. 0 [ 7re X 69 + 2Pe x 6cp + 1.,(69 x ~) + ~ x Ic69) dS 
- « x e) ·1~ [1.,69 + PACPe X 6cp] dS 
= 0 (5.36) 
for all 6w E VINT, and all < E R3 such that < . e = o. This condition defines 
VINT C V. 
As a quadratic form, the second variation of the effective potential evaluated 
at an equilibrium configuration can now be written as 
where 
(5.38) 
and A(we)(6w,6w) is referred to as the total elasticity tensor. 
To bound (5.31) from below we introduce the following auxiliary eigenvalue 
problem. 
Eigenvalue Problem. Let. 62 V(wc) be as above. Then, from (5.38) we have 
(5.39) 
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Let M .- [ PA013 ~] be the matrix form of the kinetic energy lliemannian 
metric. Consider the symmetric variational eigenvalue problem: 
Find (A, 11) E R x VINT such that, for all 6~ E VINT; 
We note the following: 
1. Suppose that ~e is the reference configuration, so that the geometric term 
G(~e) = O. Then. since ker[:::(~e)] = VRiC so that 11 ~ VRIC by construction, 
it follows that (5.40) has positive eigenvalues since M is always positive definite 
and C(<)loJ=idenlity is positive definite. The solutions of (5.40) are, in fact, the 
natural frequencies of the system at configuration ~e. 
2. In general. of course, A(~e) cannot be positive definite for all ~e (re-
stricted to VI NT) since this would imply convexity of the stored energy function 
and hence uniqueness; clearly, an unacceptable restriction. See MARSDEN & 
HUGHES [1983, Chapter 6], OGDEN [1984] and CIARLET (1988) for a detailed 
discussion of some appropriate restrictions on the stored energy functions. 
3. If A(~e) is indeed positive definite at ~e E C, then (5.40) has positive 
eigenvalues. The lowest one is given by the Rayleigh quotient 
\ (& ) _ . f (6~,A(41e)641) 
AO ~e - In ( ) • 6~EVINT 641,M641 (5,41) ') 
so that, trivially, one has the inequality 
(5.'12) 
for all 64 E VINT. 
With these observations in mind We have 
Theorem 5.7. Let the relative equilibrium <)e E C be such that A(<)e), as defined 
by (5.38) is positive definite, and let AO(~e) be the lowest eigenvalue o[problem 
(5.40) as given by (5.41), so t/lat (5.42) holds. Then. stability on VINT requires 
that 
62 H(t. ~ JiO(iJie)(6iJi, M6iJi) -lL {PAlie x 61,0112 + 68· {['ire - I e{e]68} dS. 
(5.43) 
Remark. A sharp estimate of the constant ~o( 41 e) > 0 in (5,42) can be obtained 
by solving explicitly the local form of the eigenvalue problem (5.40). Integration 
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by parts of (5.40) and use of standard results in the calculus of variations yields 
the second order linear eigenvalue problem 
(5.44) 
along with the (linearized) boundary conditions 
S( ~ e)'11 = 0, 
5=O,L 
(5.45) 
and the constraint conditions 
(5.46) 
Here, :::·(~e) is given by the expression 
(c5n,6m) 1--+ S·(~e)(c5n,6m) = { c ,-c5n; £ }. (5.47) 
-um -'Pe x un 
At a straight reference configuration ~e = ('Po,l) where 'Po = Se3, for S E 
[0, L], and e3 = (0,0,1), equation (5.42) reduces to the classical problem for a 
Timoshenko beam model if C(~e) is assumed to be constant and diagonal form 
of the 
C(Cle ) = diag[GAl ,GA2 , EA, Ell, EI2,GI]. 
Explicitly, setting '1 = ('11,112, '73, 01 , O2 , 03 ), we have 
GAl ('If - O~) 
GA2('1~ + 81) 
EAO; 
EIIO't' - GA 2('1; + 01) 
E120~ + GAI('1~ - ( 2) 
GJO; 
PA'11 
PA'l2 
PA'73 
/ 101 
1202 
J03 
along with the stress free boundary conditions which now take the form 
(5.48) 
(5.49) 
[7(. - O2]1 == [~ + 01]1 = ~I = 0 } 
5:0,L 5=O,L 5=O,L (5.50) 
O~ I = O~ I = O~ I = 0 
5=O,L 5=O,L 5:0,L 
and the constraint condition (5.28) which eliminates rigid body modes. An ex-
plicit solution to this problem can be found in elementary text books, i.e. GR.AFF 
(1975]. 
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§6. Conclusions 
In this paper we used the energy-momentum method to investigat.e the sta-
bility of the relative equilibria of a uniformly rotating rigid body with an attached 
flexible appendage. A fundamental decomposition of the space of admissible vari-
ations was employed, which decoupled the problem into a 'rigid body' stability 
problem and an 'internal vibration' problem. The stability conditions on the first 
of two subspaces, denoted by SRIG, corresponded to that of a classical rigid body. 
On the complement to this space, denoted by SINT, the stability conditions corre-
sponded to requiring the rate of rotation to be below that of the lowest frequency 
of excitation of an associate'd eigenvalue. 
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